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Spofforth Pinnacles (selected problems) 
Climbs – Lots – on many blocks but just a selection is described here. 
Altitude 40m 
Faces  Mainly south and west. 
 
Other condition info:  
Spofforth has always been something of an outlier. The rock is a very pebbly grit and 
it is just outside of the main grit area, in a pastoral setting near to Harrogate. Before 
the proliferation of bouldering mats some of the problems felt high – indeed many 
still feel like routes – plus the sandy nature of some finishes felt off-putting. 
Nowadays the flat landings, greater traffic, the unnecessary upper finishes and 
overall pleasant nature of the place make a reassessment worthwhile, at least for 
the better bits. 
 
Parking and approach info:  
Access has always been a bit 
uncertain at Spofforth. A public 
footpath (see map) comes into 
the field from the main 
Harrogate-Wetherby road but 
the parking (for two cars max) is 
rather dangerous to access and 
exit unless travelling towards 
Harrogate. A number of other 
parking places have been used 
and well-established paths, 
used daily by dog-walkers, lead 
towards the rocks. However, a 
gate below Tower Block is the 
only place where a fence would 
not be crossed and approach would not be across access land. Please reflect on the 
fact that the rocks are on private land and respect the farming infrastructure – and 
the cattle! 
 

Long view of the Tower Block 
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The Blocks 
The blocks are scattered across fields and only a selection of the better problems are described here. 
 

Left Twin 
The twins are the upper blocks at the top of the field The left (northerly one) provides the best 
bouldering with a selection steep problems and a couple of good traverses that provider excellent 
training opportunities. 
 
The block has a slabby though undercut left side and a long. steeper right side. 
 

‘Up Problems’ 
1/ Alex’s Mantelshelf 5+ 
Rock over right from the undercut left of 
the slab. 
 
2/ The Slab 2 * 
Nice moves up the steps on the slab. A 
SDS over the undercut ups the grade a 
notch or two (or three). 
 
3/ Jamline 4 
Easy to the bulge than feel the pain to a 
scary top move. 
 
4/ Unjam 3 * 
The easy start on big holes to traverse left and join the slab is excellent at the grade. 
 
5/ Hang Up 4+ 
High. Just around the nose and over the top bulge. 

6/ Hangon 6a+* 
From low crimps just right of 
the rib go up and onto the 
ledges. 
 
7/ Clingon 6b * 
SDS from very low crimps at 
the left side of the 
cutaway/cave climb the 
bulge to gain the ledges by 
tricky moves. 
 
8/ Clingoff 6b+ * 
SDS. A long pull from poor 
low holds and a tricky rock-
on to the cave. Basically a 
SDS to Bird’s Lavatory. 
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9/ Bird’s Lavatory 3+ * 
From standing pull into the cave recess and exit up then 
right. 
 
10/ Let Loose 5+ * 
SDS at good breaks. Pull up and past excellent crimps and 
onto the nose. The stand is 4+* 
 
11/ Let Fly 6a * 
SDS and pull over the right side of the bulge direct with 
difficulty. 
 
12/ South Face Variations. 
The slabby wall to the right presents a number of options 
at around font 2/3. A harder variation at is to pull onto the 
wall staring as for Let Fly. 

Paul Clarke on Let Fly 
13/ Little Cleft 3 
The obvious cleft up the slope to the 
right. A SDS is possible but add little. 
 
14/ Back ont’ Path 5+ 
SDS on low holds inc a side pull. Direct 
over the bulges to a grovelling top-out- or 
back ont’ path. Other variations are 
possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Traverses 
15/ Castor 6b ** 
From obvious holds on the far left follow breaks (plinth in for feet) to good holes near the rib. Keeping 
feet off the lowest holds traverse finger edges and then breaks to the cave and across it. At the right 
end of the cave (no stepping onto the slab) pull up and follow finger edges back left along the lip to 
drop down and reverse the finger edges to the rib again. Traverse back to the start if you wish. 
 
16/ Pollux 6a+ ** 
As for Castor but pull across onto the slab and keep traversing to finish across Little Cleft Mid Traverse. 
 
17/ Little Cleft High Traverse 3 
Goes from the right arête across the lip to finish up the cleft.  
 
18/ Little Cleft Mid Traverse 4 * 
Follows the break to a similar finish. 
 
19/ Little Cleft Low Traverse 5 
Contrive across below the break.   
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The Right Twin lies across to the right and has a number 

of problems from font 3 to 5+. 
Straight down the hill is a big block with a big sandy scoop 
on the west (downhill) side. This is: 
 
 

Scoop Block 
Only the uphill sides are described starting with the 
southernmost rib/arête. 
 
1/ Scoop Block Arête 1+ *** 
The best problem of its grade in Yorkshire. Climb the 
superb rib – then wonder how to get down (read on)..... 
 
2/ South Face 1 
Weave a way up the slabby wall. Also the way down but 
maybe rehearse first. 

 
3/ Dave’s Traverse 5 ** 
Follow breaks rightwards to gain big 
holds. Keep going along the lip of the 
glacis and on to the right arête if you 
wish. 
 
4/ The Low-Down 6a+/b * 
Traverse below the breaks on undercuts 
and side-pulls. 
 
 

5/ Dive 4+* 
SDS. Large side hold and long reach to 
the nice wall. 
 
Around to the right: 
 
6/ Green Wall 4+ * 
The centre of the north face is good 
when in condition. 
 
7/ Crumbling Edge 4+ * 
Ignoring the name climb the nice NW 
arête. 
 
As previously mentioned there are 
problems to the right but ...... 
There are also problems on the small 
adjoining block but they are poor. 
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Tower Block 
The obvious towering block set across the field and by the 
old hawthorn boundary has some very good problems. 
Some of the problems are high (in fact routes) so you are 
allowed to scuttle off sideways in some cases. The rock is 
generally very good but eats skin if poor technique is 
applied. Again the ‘up’ problems and traverses are 
described separately. 
 

‘Up Problems’ 
Starting at the undercut NW arête. Finishes are quite high 
but the landings are flat. 
 
1/ North West Arête 3+ *** 
A superb problem the traverses rightwards above the roof 
and climbs the jug ridden arête to some of the best 
finishing holds in Yorkshire. You’ll probably want to do it 
again - please do.... 

North Wall and North West Arête 
2/ North West Arête SDS 6a+/b ** 
SDS at left side of the roof. Follow crimps and thin breaks to the arête and pull up with difficulty. 

 
3/ Sandman 6a ** 
From holds in the lowest break pull and rock-on to gain better 
breaks and finish as for NW Arête. Sometimes feels easy and 
sometimes 
hard. Don’t 
cheat by 
starting on the 
better break. 
 
4/ Sandman Sit 
6c ** 
SDS hole and 
crimp. Pull up 
and join 
Sandman – not 
as easy as it 
looks 
 
 

Paul Clarke on North west Arête 
 
5/ Sandman Right 6c+ ** 
SDS just right and gain the wall using a powerful 
undercut move or by thin crimping.  
 
6/ Brewer’s Droop 6c * 
A good eliminate from a SDS at the base of the chimney. Left along the lip and rock on as for 

Sandman’s protruding foothold.   
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7/ Sandstorm 4 ** 
Up the left rib of the crack and traverse above the roof to gain Sandman and NW Arête. 
 
8/ West Face 4+ ** 
Up the crack and over the slight bulges and breaks.  
 
9/ West Face Sit 5+ * 
SDS below the crack and layback up. 
 

10/ Western Edges 6a * 
SDS and climb the 
overhang to the break. A 
finish is possible but not 
necessary. 
 
11/ Crumbs Keep Tigers 
Away 6b * 
“Two very low slopers 
(left of the hole). With 
hands here and feet on 
the well-worn above-
ground-level ledge 
launch for the two 
distinct dishes on the 
obvious protruding roof 
of the Prow.” Basically a 
Low start to the Prow? 

12/ Prow 6c 
Highball. In fact two prows that are mantled with increasing trepidation. 
 
13/ Doobie 5+ * 
SDS at the pinch below and left of the hole and make a long move to gain the easing. A slanting crack 
is an optional highball finish. 
 
14/ Stone Me 5+  
From  SDS below the pebbly hole at head height go up the wall to ledges. The slanting crack is a high 
finish. 
 
15/ South west Corner 4+ * 
SDS and up the juggy and rather explosive rib. 
 

The South Face (around the corner) is slabby and provides the descent. 
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Just around the far South East Corner is: 
 

16/ Reefer 5 * 
The wall on slopers to the easing. 
 
17/ East South East 5+ * 
The crack/ groove to a good hole. An 
escape by jumping off is 
recommended. Others are across the 
slab to the left or the very highball 
Direct 6c by bulging mantels. 
 
A concentration of problems and 
eliminates can be found around the 
shallow corner by the arête. Finishes 
are available. 

 
18/ Crimple 6b * 
SDS. Small break and use the 
side-pull/undercut crimp to 
another break and finish at the 
hole up left. 
 
19/ Crimper 6a+ * 
SDS. Start as for Crimple but 
traverse the break right to 
finish up the arête. 
 
20/ Curlew 5+ * 
SDS at the crack. The crimp the 
wall to break. 
 
21/ North East Corner 5 ** 
The arête on its left side 
 
Around the corner is the featured North Wall. Left Side Story 5 is left of centre and North Face 5 right 
of centre though variations are possible. Both lines are good but pretty high. 
 

Traverses 
22/ Rising Traverse 6b ** 
SDS below the West Face crack. The obvious plinth is in within limits – you’ll know if you cheated. 
Follow the obvious line rightwards to where the big holds run out just left of the sharp hole. Drop 
rightwards to the hole and swing along then up to pass the arête. An easier option is to throw for the 
ledge from left of the hole. A much harder option is to go from NW Arête SDS along the lip to join the 
original 7a? 
 
23/ Rock Around the Block 6b++ ** 
From the ledge on the easy left face follow the mid height break all the way around the block with the 
crux crossing the east face. It pays to either know the footholds or have someone point them out. 
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24/ Tony’s Traverse 5+ * 
From the rib right of the descent face traverse across Reefer to the crack/groove of East South East 
and up to the hole. 
 
25/ Circular Logic 7b+ ** (Note: not on topo but detailed description should make the line easy to 
follow – if not the technical solution!). 
A Robin Nichols special - low traverse of the Tower Block. SDS at the base of South West Corner and 
reverse Rising Traverse. Staying low across the cleft and continue along the lip of Sandman (no foot 
slab), rock round on to the north face to NE Corner. Take a deep breath, pull around the arête and 
cross the face staying low of the faint first break using all the cunning you can muster to finish easily 
round the slabby side of the block. 
26/ Reverse Logic 7b+ ** is the same traverse bit going the opposite way. 
 
 

Small Block 
The tiny block opposite the west face of Tower Block has a couple of pleasant problems  
 

1/ Random Task 6b 
SDS at large hold. Up slopers on the left (ish) side. 
 
2/ Mini 6a 
From same SDS pull across low to finish around the blunt rib. 

Chloe Hirst on Random Task 
 
3 Me 5+  
SDS. Right wall 
 

 
4/ Low Traverse 6a * 
Links the start of Random Task to the finish by Me 
An extension is possible from the far left along the 
obvious sloping break but can be sandy – 6b+? 
 
Other combinations and links have been done including 
starting on 3 and finishing up 1. 
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Isolated Block 
Up the field about 200m away. The rock can be poor and 
the top layers especially so. There is one good section on 
the SE side though the problems are maybe better if you 
drop once the good holds where the poor layers start. 
 
1/ Graffiti Arête 5 
The vague arête on the left side of the solid wall. 
 
2/ Pockets Wall 6a+ * 
The wall past the pockets. 
 
3/ Isolated Crack 5 
Layaways on the right. 
 
To the right (south) are other blocks but are sandy and 
worth passing by. A good one is however the Pedestal 
Block and this is to be found out right and by the fence. 
 

 

Pedestal Block 
Check out the descent at the back before 
proceeding. 
 
1/ Pedal Hard 6a+ * 
SDS. Start low left and follow the edge to 
join Pedestal Left Hand. 
 
2/ Pedestal Left-Hand 4 * 
Starts one metre left of Pedestal Arête. 
Completely undercut. Bounce up and 
finish independently of Pedestal Arête. 
 
3/ Pedestal Arête 4 ** 
The undercut blunt arête above the curious thread pedestal is good. 

 
4/ Pedestal Arête Sit 6a+ ** 
The SDS from below the Scoop is excellent. Can 
be extended by starting SDS below Lime Hole -6b. 
 
5/ The Scoop 5+ ** 
Cool crimping up the leftwards leaning line. 
 
6/ Exclusive 4+ 
To the right. 
 
7/ Lime Hole 3+ 
Says it all. 

Other blocks are further south but consult YG 1 if you have any skin left. Access can be an issue and 

much of the rock is a bit sandy and unused.  


